
 
F.71/AIKVTA-EKM/RO/2020-21  

The Deputy commissioner, 
KVS Ernakulam Region 
 
Madam, 
 
Sub: Physical presence of teachers in school
 
Ref:-i)Our letter F.71/AIKVTA-EKM/
       ii)KVS Letter No.11029/16/2020/KVS(HQ)/Acad/Misc.Matte
       iii) OM F No.11013/9/2014-Estt A.III DoPT dated 18
 
 I may permitted to  bring the following  for your kind consideration.
 
 It is quite disheartening to state that even during the spread of
that all teachers are taking online classes
physical presence in the school on alternative days.
institution is unheard and most of the teachers are commuting unnecessar
this panic situation.  
 
Now it is learned that the spouse of a teach
on account of that the school is  completely closed for 14 days.
and more  areas as containment zones/hotspots. In this context kindly consider this letter 
letter no(i) in ref: to exempt teachers from having their physical presence in school 
directions of KVS HQ , DoPT and State Government.
 
Thanking you, 

 Yours faithfully, 

 

(SURESH G), 
GENERAL SECRETARY, 
AIKVTA, ERNAKULAM REGION. 
     
     

 
 

     07-6-2020 

ence of teachers in school- reg:- 

EKM/RO/2020-21 dated 01-6-2020. 
)KVS Letter No.11029/16/2020/KVS(HQ)/Acad/Misc.Matters/9471-9481 dated 28

Estt A.III DoPT dated 18-5-2020 

bring the following  for your kind consideration. 

that even during the spread of  the Pandemic covid-19 and in
that all teachers are taking online classes, your office is compelling fifty percentage of teachers to have their 

on alternative days. Unfortunately the voice of the backbone of the pace setting 
institution is unheard and most of the teachers are commuting unnecessarily to the school by risking their 

spouse of a teacher in K V No.1 Hemambika Nagar, Palakkad is tested 
completely closed for 14 days. Day by day State government is declaring more 

areas as containment zones/hotspots. In this context kindly consider this letter 
to exempt teachers from having their physical presence in school 

and State Government. 

 Copy to:- 
   i)Shri. M B Agarwal,General Secretary AIKVTA

ii)Shri. Krishnan T K President AIKVTA(EKM

9481 dated 28-5-2020. 

19 and inspite of  the fact 
your office is compelling fifty percentage of teachers to have their 

Unfortunately the voice of the backbone of the pace setting 
y to the school by risking their lives in 

is tested Covid positive and 
tate government is declaring more 

areas as containment zones/hotspots. In this context kindly consider this letter as a reminder to the 
to exempt teachers from having their physical presence in school in accordance with the 

,General Secretary AIKVTA, 
Shri. Krishnan T K President AIKVTA(EKM.) 


